(617) 354-5078

DATE: Monday, June 18
TIME: Social 6:00 PM;
Program 7:00 PM
PLACE: 56 Perkins Street,
Jamaica Plain
DIRECTIONS: www.dsaboston.org
Please join us in
honoring Andrea Miller,
former Executive Director
of NARAL Pro-Choice
Massachusetts, at the 2012
awards reception of Democratic Socialists of America. It will be held
on June 18 at 56 Perkins Street, Jamaica
Plain, 6:00–8:00 PM, at the home of
Marcia Peters and David Karaus. Honorary Co-Chairs for this event are AFL-CIO
Vice President Ed Collins and State Senator Patricia Jehlen.
Historic Republican victories in the
2010 congressional and state elections
have increased the downward pressures on
the living standards of the 99%, from attacks on collective bargaining and more
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tax cuts for the rich, to cutbacks in education and health care programs, weaker environmental regulations, and more. But
also in policies on women, including
efforts to repeal coverage under job discrimination laws, numerous proposals to
restrict abortions or humiliate those who
seek them—even, amazingly enough,
attacks on birth control. Not to mention
attempts to de-fund women’s health care
and Planned Parenthood, or Congressional
Republican opposition to an expanded and
more inclusive Violence against Women
Act. So this seems like an appropriate time
to honor long-time women’s rights advocate Andrea Miller.
Andrea was “politicized” during her
first year at Columbia College where she
joined the DSA Youth Section, serving for
three years on its Executive Committee
and eventually as Chair. She has then
spent two decades on the frontlines of the
struggle for reproductive justice. Under
her leadership in 2010 MA NARAL, with
other members of the Mass Alliance

coalition, successfully resisted the nationwide Republican tsunami by retaining a
slim pro-choice majority at the State
House, and won “no-copays” for contraception in health care legislation. Last year
Andrea moved to New York to become
President of the National Institute for
Reproductive Health and NARAL ProChoice New York, where she successfully
battled the FDA for access to over-thecounter emergency contraception and cofounded the Center for Reproductive
Rights.
Introducing Andrea will be Marlene
Fried, a widely published author who
serves on the board of the Women’s
Global Network for Reproductive Rights
and teaches in the Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program at Hampshire College.
Addressing the broader political context
for 2012 will be Darrin Howell of Mass
Uniting, and State Senator Patricia
Jehlen.
(cont’d on Page 6)

to the 2012 elections, especially the
September 6 primary. At this point the
format has not been finalized, but the
Exec Board may propose endorsements,
Join us for a backyard cookout and as can individual DSAers. Endorsement
social at the home of former Boston is by two-thirds of those voting; nonDSA Chair David Knuttunen, his wife members may speak but not vote.
Susan, and their well-practiced grill. But
before we commence feasting there’s a
DSA members meeting (friends welcome) to discuss how we should relate

WHEN: Sunday, July 15, 2:30 PM
WHERE: 24 Bridge Street, Newton
DIRECTIONS: www.dsaboston.org
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SHORT TAKES by Mike Pattberg
In Case You Missed It…
Last March 8 DSA National Director
Maria Svart appeared on a Daily Show
segment poking fun at those accusing
Obama of being a socialist. Although
Maria says most of her political comments
were left on the cutting room floor her
Boston comrades thought she did just fine,
especially in contrast to her designated left
opposition from the Socialist Organizer
Party, a Trotskyist micro-sect I wasn’t
familiar with. But according to Comrade
Google, the SOP was formed from a 1991
split of 12 members from Socialist Action,
apparently the faction that likes to keep
their hats on. Enjoy at http://www.
thedailyshow.com/watch/thu-march-82012/the-socialist-network…
Two weeks later Holy Cross
sponsored a 50th anniversary conference on
The Other America, the breakthrough
analysis of US poverty by DSA Founding
Chair Michael Harrington. It featured a
number of thoughtful presentations on
topics ranging from Harrington’s political
evolution, to the political economy of postwar America, LBJ’s Great Society, and the
fate of social democracy to today’s
increase in child labor and the prison
industrial complex. Speakers included
Harrington biographer Maurice Isserman,
Dissent Editor Michael Kazin, urban
historian Tom Sugrue, Harvard sociologist
William Julius Wilson, and Norma Flores
Lopez from the Association of
Farmworker Opportunity Programs. Check
it
out
at
www.Facebook.com/
McFarlandCenter…
Boston DSA Executive Board
member David Knuttunen has been
hosting a program on Occupy Boston
Radio since January. The show is Free
School University Radio—educational
programming by and for the 99%. Guests
so far have included UMass economist
Gerald Friedman on democracy, Dennis
Fox on anarchism in the Occupy
movement, Grace Ross on Main Street
smarts,
and
environmentalist
Bill
McKibben. Occupy Boston Radio is
Internet only—you can listen to it at
http://obr.fm. The FSU program airs each
Wednesday from 7:00 to 8:00 PM.

Notice to YR Readers
Due to escalating print costs
combined with our ever-growing
mailing list we are being forced to
transition to electronic delivery of the
Yankee Radical, at least for the
majority of readers who are non-DSA
members, and perhaps even for those
who are. So if you want to guarantee
our continuing relationship, we will
need to have your email address; for
many of you, even members, we don’t.
Please send it along to: webmaster
@dsaboston.org.

Anti-Poverty Forums
On June 4 Peter Edelman, author of
So Rich, So Poor, and Maurice Isserman
will discuss politics and poverty in
America at the JFK Library, Columbia
Point, Boston, 5:30—7:00 PM. For
further information, call 617-514-1600.
Then on June 5, Action for Boston
Community Development and the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council are
hosting “Poverty Free Boston: What
Policies Do YOU Recommend?”,
featuring interactive workshops looking
at policy changes that might affect
housing, schools, jobs, and healthy
lifestyles in Metro Boston. This takes
place from 3:00–5:30 PM at ABCD, 178
Tremont Street, Boston.

More Labor Trivia
Boston DSA is being challenged to
defend our Labor Trivia Championship
at another Jobs With Justice fundraiser,
this one hosted on June 13, 6-8 pm at
Brandy Pete’s, 267 Franklin Street,
Boston. Help us smash these impudent
upstarts, whoever they may be; win
fabulous prizes! $10 donation requested
at the door.

Labor Council Dinner
This year’s North Shore Labor
Council Legislative Dinner features US
Senate candidate Elizabeth Warren,
Congressman John Tierney and the
SEIU 615 Airport workers, among others.
It takes place June 15, 6–9 PM at the
Holiday Inn, 1 Newbury Street (Rte. 1),
Peabody. Tickets: $30-$50. For more
information: 781-595-2538.

Caring Across Generations
Caring Across Generations is a
national campaign to transform longterm care in the United States for those
who need the support of care givers to
meet their daily needs, workers who
provide that support, and families who
have to find and afford quality care. Its
goals are good jobs, training and paths to
citizenship for workers, and support for
those receiving care by preserving
Social Security and Medicaid/Medicare.
On June 16 CAG is hosting a town hallstyle Care Congress that brings together
stakeholders in the local campaign: 12–
3 PM, 150 Mt. Vernon Street,
Dorchester: 617-524-8778.

Worker Co-op Conference
Observe this UN designated International Year of Cooperatives by
checking out the 4th national worker
cooperative conference, June 22-24 at
Northeastern
University.
Speakers
include Congressman Chakah Fattah (DPA), Noemi Giszpenc, Rob Everts,
Elizabeth Arredondo and John Langley
on such topics as Fair Trade, Foreign
Policy and Global Solidarity, and We
Bought Our Building Without the
Banks. (www.conference2012.usworker.
coop/register).
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A coalition of Massachusetts peace,
labor, and community organizations
that formed during last fall’s Super
Committee fight is now working to put
a public policy
question in support
of
the
Congressional Progressive Caucus’
“Budget For All”
on the November
ballot in districts across Massachusetts. This effort has been endorsed by
DSA. Check it out at http://www.
budget4allmass.org. We need 200
signatures per State Rep district by
July 3 to qualify, so please contact the

Mass Peace Action office at 617-354- 3. Provide new revenues for these
2169 (www.masspeace action.org) to
purposes and to reduce the longhelp out in your area. The question
term federal deficit by closing
reads: Shall the state Representative
corporate tax loopholes, ending
offshore tax havens, and raising
(or Senator) from this district be
taxes on incomes over $250,000;
instructed to vote in favor of a
resolution calling upon the Congress 4. Redirect military spending to these
domestic needs by reducing the
and the President to:
military budget, ending the war in
1. Prevent cuts to Social Security,
Afghanistan and bringing US
Medicare, Medicaid, and Veterans
troops home safely now.
benefits, or to housing, food and
unemployment assistance;
— Cole Harrison,
2. Create and protect jobs by
Communications Director,
investing
in
manufacturing,
Mass Peace Action
schools,
housing,
renewable
energy, transportation and other
public services;

The resolution below was passed by the Boston DSA Exec Board on 5/10/12
We urge DSA members to contact
their elected officials in opposition to any
military first strike or “pre-emptive war”
against Iran by the United States or Israel,
and to join with others in the peace and
justice movement who work to prevent it.
Such an attack would only increase
popular support for the Iranian regime,
undercut the democratic opposition, and
likely lead to escalating violence and war.
At the same time we oppose
acquisition by Iran or anyone else of
nuclear weapons, and urge the United
States to carry out its own non-

proliferation
treaty
obligation
by
drastically slashing redundant nuclear
weapons stockpiles.
We urge a US policy that works for a
UN-backed Nuclear-Free Mid East Treaty
with intrusive inspections in all area states
including Israel, and ultimately a nucleararmament-free world.
We urge the peace and justice
movement to combine opposition to US
aggression with support of movements for
democracy and human rights against
repressive regimes, not only in Iran and
Syria but also in the Israeli-occupied West

Bank & Gaza, Bahrain, and other USbacked dictatorships. Advocating this
solidarity is NOT the same thing as urging
US armed intervention.

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS OF AMERICA
Democratic Socialists of America carries on the struggles and traditions of American democratic socialism, led this past century by Eugene
Debs, Norman Thomas, and Michael Harrington. While working for freedom, justice and democracy everywhere, DSA seeks to build
movements to challenge the power of large corporations. The Boston local holds educational forums and study groups, supports progressive
political candidates at election time, and participates in labor, civil rights and community struggles. Join us!
New member dues, which includes a subscription to Democratic Left:  $65 Sustainer  $35 Introductory  $20 Low Income
Renewal dues:  $45
My address has changed 
Please send me more information about DSA. 
Name

Phone____________________________

Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Union/School
Boston DSA

E-mail________________________________________________________
*

P.O. Box 51356

*

Boston, MA 02205
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By Megan Amundson
Access to women’s reproductive
health care is under unprecedented
attack. In Congress, we’ve seen the War
on Women include assaults on access to
birth control, which shocked both
women and men across the country. Just
a few months ago we watched our own
US Senator Scott Brown vote for the
Blunt Amendment, which would have
allowed companies to refuse to cover
birth control or deny any medical
coverage they don’t agree with.
But it is at the state level where
women’s access to reproductive health
care has been steadily chipped away,
with 69 anti-choice bills passed in states
across the country last year alone.
Even in Massachusetts we are not
immune. In the 2010 election we lost
over a dozen pro-choice seats in the state
House of Representatives, and are left
with a slim 1 vote majority. We’re
contending with an energized group of
anti-choice legislators, some of whom

have made it their top priority to take
away a woman’s right to choose. This
group filed four new anti-choice bills
that had never before been seen in
Massachusetts, and breathed new life
into anti-choice bills that had. They even
tried to completely defund family
planning and teen pregnancy prevention
in the House budget this spring.
Fortunately, NARAL Pro-Choice
Massachusetts has been able to hold
back this tide—due to our hard work at
the State House no anti-choice bill will
see the light of day this session. We now
turn to the upcoming election as a
critical opportunity to rebuild our prochoice majority. Our endorsement
process is well underway and we are
looking to work with a number of prochoice candidates to win back seats.
In a time of political hostility toward
a woman’s right to choose, we have
found success in ensuring access to
reproductive health care through our

policy work around health care reform.
We have been the only voice in those
discussions focused on ensuring
women’s access to reproductive health
services since Massachusetts passed its
landmark law in 2006. We shine a bright
light on this issue, which would
otherwise be overlooked—with disastrous consequences.
Ensuring that women have not just
the right to make their own reproductive
health care decisions but also access to
services when they are needed requires
eternal vigilance. None of this would be
possible without the support of our
members and volunteers. For more
information about our work and how to
get involved, please visit our website:
www.ProChoiceMass.org.
—Megan Amundson is Executive
Director of
NARAL
Pro-Choice
Massachusetts

By Lee Matsueda
Despite thousands of transit riders
speaking out in opposition to Massachusetts
Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) fare
increases and cuts, the MBTA Board of
Directors voted on April 4 to raise fares by
23 percent, eliminate four bus routes and
weekend service on three commuter rail
lines, hike the price of THE RIDE by 100 to
150 percent, and increase the cost of
monthly passes. Residents packed the room
for the vote, calling on the Board to stop
hurting riders and implement real solutions
to fix the budget deficit. Though the
campaign efforts of the T Riders Union
(TRU) and its partners did not stop the fare
increases and cuts, there is much to be
celebrated and built upon.
This campaign brought together over
40 groups and helped build a movement led
by youth, senior, disabled and transit
dependent riders. It mobilized and activated
thousands of people through over 30 actions
and events since January to resist the fare
increases and cuts. One action of note was
on March 27 when Five Superheroes took

over a MBTA board finance committee
meeting to highlight immediate solutions to
the fare increase and cuts. This attracted
significant media attention, brought
solutions to the forefront, and resulted in a
personal letter from MBTA General
Manager Jonathan Davis in which he
directly responded to each of the five
solutions proposed. State House leadership
is now saying public transportation
investment will be a priority.
An exciting effort kicked off on May
16 led by transit riders and workers seeking
to build a statewide movement for transit
justice. This group—the Green Justice
Coalition—acknowledges that our public
transit system is in crisis. Riders, workers,
and communities are under attack, and
current funding for public transit is broken.
The coalition will hold campaign actions in
Fall River, the Springfield area, and then
support a statewide day of action for transit
justice on June 12.
So the struggle continues. There’s still
time to get Governor Patrick, Speaker of the

House Robert DeLeo and our state legislators to stop disproportionate fare increases
on youth, senior and disabled riders now
and make sure that funding for public transportation continues to be a priority.
The T Riders Union is a program of the
environmental
justice
membership
organization Alternatives for Community &
Environment (ACE), based in the Dudley
Square Roxbury neighborhood of Boston.
For more information, check us out at
www.ace-ej.org/tridersunion, the TRU
Facebook
page
www.facebook.com/
tridersunion, or @AceEJ.

—Lee Matsueda is Program Director of the
T Riders Union. For more information on
the Public Transit-Public Good campaign of
the Green Justice Coalition contact Diana
Bell at 617-723-2639, (diana@massclu.
org).
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How much poverty is there in the
US today?
Defining poverty by income level is
tricky and makes comparisons between
countries difficult. In 2011, the
government reported that 15% of total
US population, or 46 million people, live
with incomes below the official poverty
line of $22,811 for a family with two
adults and two children. (The income
level is adjusted to different household
sizes.) Almost half of this group in
poverty has incomes lower than 50% of
the official poverty level. Another way
of defining poverty is to consider
incomes less than half of the median
income as poor. (The median is the
midpoint. In January 2012, estimated
median household income was about
$50,000.) Using this definition, over
19% of the US population is poor. For
comparison purposes, most western and
northern European countries have less
than 10% of their people at incomes less
than half the median. Recently the
Brookings Institution reported that onethird of Americans live in poverty or
near-poverty, while Yale political
scientist
Jacob
Hacker’s
work
demonstrates that over half of American
families have experienced serious
economic troubles over the past decade.
How has the US poverty rate changed
in the past few years?
During the 1960s and 1970s the
official poverty rate in the US declined,
falling from 17% in 1965 to 11% in
1978. The rate then increased throughout
the 1980s but fell back to 11% in 2000.
However, in 8 of the first 11 years of the
twenty-first century the rate has risen. It
is now back to 15%.
Who are the poor?
Poverty is not equally distributed
among all segments of the population.
Overall, about 1 in 6 people are poor,
but 1 in 4 African Americans and
Hispanics are poor. Single-parent
families, especially those headed by

women, are more likely to be poor than
the overall population. In the United
States, 22% of children live in poverty,
compared to under 5% in Western
Europe. The largest portion of poor
people (45%) are white, despite
conservative attempts to “racialize” the
discussion about poverty.

Why are some groups more likely to
be poor than others?
Poverty is closely linked to the labor
market in the United States. Thus
poverty is concentrated among groups
that have experienced—and often are
still the victims of—discriminatory
practices in hiring and pay. And,
economic policies that create or continue
a segmented labor market, with high
wage and low wage sectors, typically
result in the concentration of African
Americans, Hispanics and, to a still
significant extent, women, in low wage,
service-sector jobs and/or in temp work.
The low wages of these sectors of the
job market produce poverty.
Didn’t we have a War on Poverty?
What happened?
Yes, in 1964 President Johnson
announced a War on Poverty with the
goal of reducing poverty in the United
States. An important spark to this effort
was the publication of The Other
America by one of DSA’s founders,
Michael Harrington. The War on
Poverty significantly reduced the
proportion of the population living in
poverty: from 1965 to 1978, this share
dropped from 1 in 6 to 1 in 9. The War
on Poverty created Medicare; it about
doubled Social Security payments and
indexed them to inflation so that as
inflation rose, Social Security benefits
would also rise. These policies led to
poverty rates among the elderly
dropping from 30% in 1962 to only 9%
today! After 1978, however, much of the
effort was not only abandoned but
actually reversed, as Republican-led
administrations failed to increase the

minimum wage and the Clinton
administration “ended welfare as we
know it.” From Reagan onwards, the
federal
government
also
largely
abandoned any role in providing housing
for low-income Americans.
What creates poverty? Why are
people poor?
Unregulated markets organized for
the maximization of profits have a
strong tendency to concentrate income
and wealth at the top. Workers in the
United States have very few rights and
protections compared to other rich
countries and, as a result, the share of
income going to the bottom 90% of
households has steadily declined for the
past three decades, dropping from 64%
in 1965 to 51% in 2009. (Most of the
gain to the top 10% of households was
actually captured by the top 1%.)
Equally important, business owners and
managers have a strong interest in seeing
significant numbers of workers with low
wages, since the threat of competition
and job loss to low wage workers can be
used to prevent other workers from
organizing for higher wages.
What are some policies that would
reduce poverty?
Labor market legislation: The single
most important government policy to
affect the labor market is setting the
minimum wage. Over the past four
decades, increases in the minimum wage
have lagged behind income growth. In
1967, a full time job at the minimum
wage provided an income that was 36%
of the median (midpoint) family income;
by 2010, it provided an income
representing only 30% of the median.
Today, half of poor families have a fulltime worker as a household member.
Redistributive taxation: Most wealthy
countries tax the rich more than the
(cont’d on page 6)
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(Poverty Fact Sheet, cont’d from p. 5)
United States, and they reduce the level
of poverty (and inequality) by
transferring some of the money to lower
income households, both in the form of
direct cash benefits and in the form of
providing social goods such as health
care and education. The United States.
does very little of this; our pre- and posttax levels of inequality and poverty are
quite similar.

infrastructure
improvements
to
education, there is plenty of work to be
done that would benefit our society.

Employment creation: Another method
for reducing both poverty and inequality
would be to mandate that the federal
and/or state governments serve as
employers of last resort, ensuring that all
who are willing and able to work have
access to well paying jobs. We did a
significant amount of this in the 1930s to
counter
the
huge
increase
in
unemployment during the Depression.
More recently, Argentina has used this
policy to assure productive work to
many otherwise unemployed. From

Making workplaces more democratic:
Poverty and inequality are rooted in the
drive of business to maximize profits,
often justified by the argument that the
only stakeholders that an enterprise
should serve are shareholders (or owners
of privately held companies). In
contrast, many counties in western and
northern Europe require that workers
have a strong voice in decision making
at a company (often called codetermination). As a result, the decisions
to increase or decrease production, start
a new product line, etc., must take into
account the needs of the workers as well
as the desires of managers and
shareholders. Even more basic, in the
United States federal government
protection of union organizing efforts
has been drastically undercut. Thus, the
percentage of working people in unions

(cont’d from p1, A. Miller)
The award Andrea will be given is
named after DSA founding Chair Michael
Harrington and A. Philip Randolph,
democratic socialist leaders of the last
century active in the civil rights, labor and
peace movements of their time who
embody the political values DSA seeks to
carry on today. These awards have been

given since 1977 to honor deserving
activists and raise funds to support the
work of the Boston local. Past awardees
include journalist Matt Taibbi, SEIU 615
President Rocio Saenz, and Dollars &
Sense editor Chris Tilly.
Admission to the reception is $35
($15 student/low income); Sponsorship
begins at $75, which includes an open bar,

has declined from 30% of the workforce
in 1970 to 12% today. This weakens the
bargaining power of working people
over their own wages and benefits, let
alone strategic decisions about their
workplaces.

Yankee Radical
P.O. Box 51356
Boston, MA 02205
Phone: 617-354-5078
e-mail:
yankeeradical@dsaboston.org

Web: http://dsaboston.org
Editor: M. Pattberg

hors d’oeurves, and a listing of your name
or organization in the subsequent awards
journal supplement in the September
Yankee Radical, the newsletter of Boston
DSA read by over 1400 subscribers.
See you June 18!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Yes! I want to join Boston DSA in honoring Andrea Miller!
[ ] Please reserve ____ tickets at $35 each for the June 18 reception
Sponsorships – Please list me as a:
[ ] supporter at $75 (includes admission and listing in journal)
[ ] patron at $150 (includes two tickets and journal listing)
[ ] benefactor at $300 (includes five tickets and journal listing)
[ ] I really want to join you in honoring Andrea Miller, but I just can’t afford $35!
Please reserve ____ tickets at the $15 low income/fixed income rate.

Ad copy can also be emailed to
yankeeradical@dsaboston.org.
Mail checks to: DSA, P.O. Box 51356,
Boston, MA 02205, or pay at the door.
Further information: 617-354-5078

[ ] I’d like a greeting in the event journal in the September Yankee Radical (copy for ad enclosed)
[ ] 1/8 page (4¼×2¾) $125
[ ] ¼ page (4¼×5½) $200
[ ] ½ page (8½×5½) $350
[ ] full page (8½×11) $500
Name:
Address:
City

State

Phone

E-mail

Zip
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Statement by National Political Committee, May 14, 2012
One week after Socialist François
Hollande won the Presidential election in
France, the Social Democrats won almost
40 percent of the vote in the most
populous state in Germany. It is too soon
to say what these results (and the more
complicated ones in Greece) will mean for
Europe, but Democratic Socialists of
America welcomes these signs of a
European-wide popular rejection of the
austerity politics of the 1 percent. In
particular, DSA salutes the victory of
François Hollande, who ran on a platform
that rejected the austerity policies of
massive budget cuts pushed by the lords of
finance. Such policies only serve to
prolong both the Great Recession and the
pain it visits upon working people and the
poor. Hollande’s program calls for a
financial transactions tax and higher
marginal tax rates on the rich to increase
investment in education, including the
hiring of 60,000 new teachers. His
platform also calls for a major raise in the
minimum wage and for lowering, from
age 62 to 60, the age at which manual
laborers can retire and receive full public
pensions. To achieve such policies, the
broad left must now win a majority in the
June French parliamentary elections and
stand firm on its pre-election pledges. The
fight against the global capitalist politics of
austerity must be truly international; thus
the United States left must pressure the
Obama administration to work with
Hollande to restart the European economy
and to propose similar programs in the
United States that would highlight the
complete failure of austerity policies.
DSA recognizes that European (and
American) bankers and bond vigilantes
will resist such modest efforts to promote
both equity and economic growth in
France and elsewhere. The Economist
magazine termed the moderate socialist
president “rather dangerous” because he
“genuinely believes in the need to create a
fairer society.”(!) And the fate of
Hollande’s program will not be decided
solely in France. The broad left must not

only regain control of the French
parliament in June elections; a revived
German left needs to overturn the bipartisan German elite consensus favoring
the politics of austerity. Electoral victories
by the broad left in upcoming German
state elections could move the German
political dynamic leftwards. A truly
equitable response to the European
economic crisis depends upon Germany
pushing the European Central Bank (ECB)
to drop its obsession with a phantom
inflationary threat and adopt policies that
would restore long-term economic growth.
If the ECB used its borrowing power to
exchange existing sovereign debt for
ECB-guaranteed Eurobonds, then the
fiscal crisis in Spain, Italy, Greece,
Portugal and Ireland could be eased, thus
allowing for the adoption of full
employment growth policies. The
undemocratic terms of the European
monetary union must be renegotiated; as
is, the European Union treaty agreements
prioritize fighting inflation over promoting
full employment and social justice in each
member country. Thus, the people of
Europe are being crucified on a cross of
the Euro.
Any Keynesian economist can explain
the irrationality of this politics of
austerity—a government cannot cut its
way out of a deep recession, either in the
United States or Europe. But the battle of
ideas is won in the streets, not in the halls
of think-tanks. Resistance to the politics of
austerity has spread from the youthful
indignados of Spain to the general
European electorate. In the same week as
the French presidential elections, the
center-right
government
of
the
Netherlands collapsed in the face of
widespread protest; the British Labor Party
won a major victory in local elections; and
mass protests threatened the collapse of
right-wing governments in the Czech
Republic and Romania. On the very day of
the French elections, the Greek electorate
rejected both major, pro-austerity parties,
the conservative New Democrats and the

patronage-driven, neo-liberal “socialist”
PASOK. This led not only to the
emergence of “The True Left Party”
(Syriza), which significantly outpolled
PASOK, but also to massive gains for farright, anti-immigrant parties.
DSA recognizes that right-wing
populism represents an alternative,
noxious form of popular response to
capitalist crisis. We see the politics of
LePen in France, the Freedom Party in the
Netherlands, and the Golden Dawn in
Greece replicated in conservative efforts
here at home to blame the plight of
downwardly mobile native workers on
immigrants, rather than on the corporate
elites who outsourced workers’ jobs. In the
United States, the Occupy movement may
organize mass protest at both the
Republican and Democratic convention,
which is all to the good, but only a popular
left speaking to the needs of working
people of all races can forestall the rise of
right-wing populism.
In the United States, as in Europe,
DSA believes that only a combination of
street heat and grassroots progressive
electoral activity can displace the bipartisan corporate consensus on economic
policy. The bi-partisan, neo-liberal
obsession with balancing-the-budget at a
time of rampant unemployment threatens
to turn the Great Recession into a true
Great Depression. And as in the Great
Depression, only mass protest from below
can force the political class to adopt
policies that restore full employment and a
modicum of social equality. It is in this
spirit, and in solidarity with a revived
global left, that DSA recommits itself to
building popular protest movements
against austerity while simultaneously
working in the 2012 elections on behalf of
grassroots progressive candidates who
reject the politics of austerity that make
working people pay for the blunders of
corporate America.
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Õ June 18, 6:00 – 7:00 PM

Andrea Miller Celebration
56 Perkins Street
Jamaica Plain, Boston

Õ July 15, 2:30 PM

2012 Elections and Cook-Out
24 Bridge Street
Newton

